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QUESTION 1
The logs on a server in a datacenter indicate that the server unexpectedly shut down minutes after the
night cleaning crew started their shift. Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for the shut down?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A hard disk on the server failed.
A power surge occurred.
The CPU on the server overheated.
A memory module on the server failed.

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 2
When looking at an organization's file server configuration, an IT manager determines that several outages
are tied to a lack of redundancy in the disk controller configuration. Which of the following features would
the IT manager look for in a new configuration to correct this?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Disk shadowing
RAID 0
Remote journaling
Electronic vaulting
Disk duplexing

Correct Answer: E
QUESTION 3
A technician needs to add a processor to a server. Which of the following specifications should the
technician examine? (Select THREE).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Bus multiplier
Processor speed
Socket type
Processor stepping
L3 cache size
Thermal specifications

Correct Answer: BCD
QUESTION 4
In an effort to reduce recovery time during hardware failures, a server administrator needs to implement a
backup method that will allow for complete OS and service/application recovery as long as compatible
hardware is available. Which of the following backup types meets this requirement?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Incremental
Bare metal
Snapshot
Full

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 5
An administrator was taskedto enforcedisk quotas on the Windows file server. The administratorallocated
1GB of space to each user. A month later, the users were still able to save beyond 1GB. Which of the
following check boxes should have been selected?
A. Enable compression
B. Prohibit read/write if limit is reached

C. Deny access if limit is reached
D. Log an event if disk space is reached
Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 6
Which of the following services provides users with directory services?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

IMAP
LDAP
SFTP
DHCP
DNS

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 7
In a Windows environment, auser is able to accessthenetwork folder and open items, but isnot able to
delete anything. Which of the followingfolder permissions doesthe userrequire?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Execute
Read
Write
Modify

Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 8
A server in a small company functions as a print server. Suddenly it stops sending print jobs to the
printers. A technician verifies that the printers are working correctly. Additionally, the print spooler had
been restarted and is running on the server, it is accessible from workstations, and it shows as being ready
to accept print jobs. Which of the following has MOST likely caused the print server to stop processing
print jobs?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The print quota has been exceeded.
The server needs an updated print driver.
The server needs pooling enabled.
The server's hard drive is out of space.

Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 9
A server technician is tasked to replace a RAID controller battery on a server.The server technician has no
prior experiencereplacinga RAID controllerbattery. Which of the followingshould the server technician do to
obtain the required knowledge or procedures to replace the battery?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Review software specifications
Review architecture diagrams
Review service manuals
Review service logs

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 10
Which of the following power plug types would MOST likely be found in a medical facility?
A. Tip/Ring/Sleeve
B. Speed lock

C. Tip/Ring
D. Twist lock
Correct Answer: D
QUESTION 11
A technician is installing an operating system on a server using source files on a USB storage device. The
technician is unable to boot to the USB device using different USB ports on the server. Which of the
following should the technician do to ensure that the operating system can be installed from the USB
storage?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Copy the source files to a CD
Install the latest USB device drivers
Reconfigure the boot order
Update the BIOS firmware

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 12
A technician is installing a 2U rack mount server. The necessary rack space height to accommodate the
server is:
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.5 inches (.064 meter).
3.0 inches (.076 meter).
3.5 inches (.089 meter).
4.0 inches (.10 meter).

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 13
A hardware compatibility list recommends striping with double parity as storage for an application. In a test
environment, a technician realizes that a different RAID level can be used to compensate for a limited
number of available disks. Which of the following is the closest RAID level the technician should deploy
while minimizing the number of disks and maintaining fault tolerance?
A.
B.
C.
D.

0
1
5
10

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 14
A technician is asked to troubleshoot a hardware alert on a server. The server is up and running and all
users can access their data. Which of the following could the technician use to find the failed component?
(Select TWO).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

LEDs
Dataflow diagram
Power supply tester
LCD messages
Cabling diagram

Correct Answer: AD
QUESTION 15
Which of the following services provide hostname to IP address resolution? (Select TWO).

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

NTP
NAT/PAT
DHCP
DNS
WINS
LDAP

Correct Answer: DE
QUESTION 16
A server has recently been configured as a network firewall. After the firewall was configured, users could
no longer access a remote server. Which of the following, if properly configured on the firewall, will allow
users to have secure access to the remote server?(Select TWO).
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Allow TCP port 21
Allow TCP port 22
Allow TCP port 23
Allow TCP port 25
Allow TCP port 161
Allow TCP port 3389

Correct Answer: BF
QUESTION 17
An administrator wishes to use KVM remotely to monitor and control a server farm. In order to perform this
function:
A.
B.
C.
D.

remote control must be disabled on each server.
the host must be reachable via the IP address.
a serial cable must be available.
a monitor must be attached to every server.

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 18
Which of the following is the MOST energy efficient way of powering equipment within a datacenter with a
large UPS battery bank?
A.
B.
C.
D.

48V DC
120V single-phase
240VAC 3-phase
480V 3-phase

Correct Answer: A
QUESTION 19
A technician needs to install additional memory in a server to help resolve performance issues. Which of
the following should the technician do FIRST?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Perform an impact analysis.
Follow change management procedures.
Install the additional memory.
Update system firmware.

Correct Answer: B
QUESTION 20

A datacenter audit finds that a number ofpersonnel are not using accesscards when entering a secured
area with a coworker. Which of the following security methods could be implemented to help prevent this
behavior?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Mantrap
Keypad
Smart card
Security camera

Correct Answer: A
QUESTION 21
A user changed departments from sales to accounting. The user is unable to access the shared network
drive containing the accounting department's files. Which of the following should a technician check?
A.
B.
C.
D.

File permissions
Folder redirections
Local group policy
Encryption type

Correct Answer: A
QUESTION 22
In a PKI, which of the following represents the top level of a certificate authority?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Root CA
Intermediate CA
Subordinate CA
Delegated CA

Correct Answer: A
QUESTION 23
An administrator sees a message in the system console that a drive is bad in the single- volume JBOD
storage array. A few minutes later, a user calls the help deskto report an inability to read a file from
amapped drive.Which of the following should theadministratordo?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Swap out the failed drive and let the array rebuild.
Allow the array rebuild automatically using the hotspare.
Replace the failed drive and restore the data from the last backup.
Reseat the failed drive and restore the array using the parity drive.

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 24
A company is planning to replace old hardware and needs to budget accordingly. Which of the following is
likely to contain a list of end of life servers?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The server's warranty information.
The server's life cycle schedule.
The asset management database.
The software licensing agreement.

Correct Answer: C
QUESTION 25
A system administrator is concerned with employees connecting removable storage to the server to copy
sensitive data. Which of the following solutions addresses this concern?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Disable write access
Disable WOL
Disable TPM
Disable physical ports

Correct Answer: D
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